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We present an extended model for the lattice-induced light shifts of the clock frequency in optical lattice
clocks, applicable to a wide range of operating conditions. The model extensions cover radial motional states
with sufficient energies to invalidate the harmonic approximation of the confining potential. We reevaluate
lattice-induced light shifts in our Yb optical lattice clock with an uncertainty of 6.1 × 10−18 under typical clock
operating conditions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.99.033424
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical frequency standards now reach uncertainties of
only a few parts in 1018 [1–4] by probing narrow transitions
of atoms held in strong confinement. For optical lattice clocks,
this is achieved by trapping atoms in a large number of lattice
sites in the periodic potential of an optical standing wave. The
resulting energy shifts of the ground and excited electronic
levels are then carefully balanced by tuning the lattice laser
to a magic frequency, largely canceling the resulting shift in
the clock transition frequency [5]. The degree to which this
cancellation can be achieved is limited by frequency shifts that
are nonlinear in the lattice intensity, associated with electric
quadrupole (E2) and magnetic dipole (M1) transitions [6–8]
as well as the atomic hyperpolarizability. Achieving a clock
uncertainty at the level of 10−17 or below therefore requires
careful evaluation of these effects [9–13].
This evaluation relies on a significant increase in the ap-
plied lattice intensity I over what is required for confinement.
Besides providing improved leverage, this also separates
hyperpolarizability-induced shifts, which scale with I2, from
effects that scale as I . This results in a design conflict: While
a strongly focused trapping beam provides a high available
intensity, the tight confinement leads to increased collisional
interactions. For the cryogenic optical lattice clocks we have
previously reported on [1,14], the need to create a moving lat-
tice through independent frequency control of the two lattice
beams also requires special consideration in the implementa-
tion of a resonator-enhanced optical setup, which elsewhere
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has been successfully implemented [12,13,15,16] to alleviate
this conflict.
Another concern is evaluation and control of the motional
state of the trapped atoms. While clocks operating with 87Sr
employ effective narrow-line cooling [17] to ensure consis-
tently low thermal energies much smaller than the lattice
depth, this is more challenging to achieve for clocks operating
with 171Yb. These observe a degraded cooling efficiency at
elevated lattice intensity, which in all likeliness occurs due
to significant observed shifts of the 3P1 states by the 759-nm
lattice light. Although efficient axial postcooling is possible
by addressing the motional sidebands of the clock transition,
controlling radial motion has mostly been realized through
rejection of energetic atoms, at the cost of available signal. As
a result, Yb clocks typically operate with a large population
of atoms with sufficient energy to sample off-axis peripheral
lattice regions where the intensity is significantly reduced.
When evaluating the lattice-induced clock frequency shifts,
it is essential to separate these experiment-specific properties
from the underlying physical quantities, if the results are to be
tested by other clocks [18–20] or applied to different optical
configurations.
Here we present an amended light shift model based on a
description of trapping conditions through parameters avail-
able from spectroscopic data. This allows measuring the rele-
vant coefficients using a configuration modified for increased
intensity and applying the results directly to the nominal
clock configuration. For typical operating conditions of our
cryogenic Yb optical lattice clock, the improved light shift
evaluation yields an uncertainty of 6.1 × 10−18, a fivefold
reduction from the previously published value [14].
II. MEASUREMENTS
For the current experiments, the experimental setup has
been equipped with a retroreflected lattice with reduced beam
radius (see Fig. 1). The lattice light is transported to the
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FIG. 1. Optical setup for light shift measurements. The lattice is
formed by a retroreflected focused beam at 759 nm. The meniscus
shape of the retroreflecting end mirror allows the clock laser at
578 nm to pass nearly undistorted, and an additional flat surface
serves as reference for Doppler-noise cancellation. Lasers at 556,
578, and 1388 nm are superimposed on the lattice beam. Photodiodes
(PD) monitor the lattice beam intensity before and after the chamber,
for fast stabilization through feedback to an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) and long-term monitoring. The output of the Ti:sapphire
laser source (Ti:sa) is spectrally filtered by a volume Bragg grating
(VBG) with a FWHM of 40 GHz, while waveplates (WP) before the
fiber coupler allow correction for birefringent effects. The retrore-
flected light recoupled into the optical fiber is detected to optimize
beam overlap through adjustments to the retromirror and focal
position of the original beam. The inset shows relevant transitions
in Yb.
chamber by a 1-m-long end-capped polarization-maintaining
optical fiber that supplies a beam with maximum power of
1.1 W to the atoms. In the following, we will use the depth
V0 of the sinusoidal on-axis trapping potential to indicate the
lattice standing-wave intensity, since this is directly accessible
to spectroscopic measurements through the axial trap fre-
quency fz = 2
√
V0Er/h. The lattice photon recoil energy Er =
(hνE1)2/2mYbc2 = h × 2.02 kHz is also used as a convenient
unit throughout the paper. Using a theoretical value of αE1 ≈
h × 8.7 kHz/(kW/cm2) [21] for the E1 polarizability at the
magic frequency νE1 ≈ 394.8 THz, the observed depth V0 =
650Er ≈ kB × 63 μK corresponds to a maximum intensity of
I0 ∼ 150 kW/cm2 at the lattice antinodes, consistent with a
beam radius of w ∼ 43 μm at the trap position.
The lattice light is reflected back on itself by a meniscus-
shaped mirror with a concave radius of curvature of 93 mm,
coated for high reflection at 759 nm and high transmission at
556–578 and 1388 nm. To avoid Doppler shifts, the 578-nm
clock laser (νYb = 518.295 837 THz) used for interrogation is
phase stabilized to a flat reference surface (R = 0.9) mounted
to the same structure as the retromirror that determines the
location of the lattice antinodes and thereby the trapped atoms.
An additional partially transmitting mirror (T = 0.01) further
attenuates the beam to allow for π pulses of 60–300 ms
length. The shape of the retromirror retains the collimation
of the clock laser beam. A dichroic mirror in the top path
of the lattice laser admits unattenuated beams at 556 and
578 nm for state preparation and characterization. Polarizing
beam splitters (PBSs) ensure a common polarization axis for
all beams. The magnetic field is aligned to the same axis
during preparation and interrogation of the atomic sample.
A beam at 1388 nm is superimposed on the lattice using
the out-of-band transmission of the lattice PBS and retains
both parallel and orthogonal polarization components. This
allows for frequency-selective excitation of a specific Zeeman
component of the 3D1(F = 12 ) state used for quenching the 3P0
state during sideband cooling [14] and is used to assist spin
polarization: By populating a component that decays to the 1S0
ground state with branching ratios favoring the desired Zee-
man component, the pumping cycles on the 1S0 → 3P1(F =
3
2 ) transition required to create a spin-polarized sample are
minimized. With sideband cooling and spin pumping applied
either simultaneously or as a sequence of alternating pulses,
we typically achieve 98% spin polarization at an average
vibrational quantum state of n¯ < 0.1.
While the state-preparation sequence varies between differ-
ent series of measurements, as shown in later Figs. 4(a), 5(a),
and 6(a), it is maintained for all experiments in a series. To
explore lattice-intensity-induced frequency shifts, the lattice
depth is adiabatically ramped to the desired value only after
state preparation has been completed.
All measurements described here are performed in inter-
leaved operation, with the clock alternating between three
or four distinct measurement conditions typically varying in
lattice depth and atom number. The clock transition frequency
relative to the frequency of the cavity-stabilized laser is
tracked for each condition. The frequency differences between
these independent trackers correspond to the systematic shifts
due to the change in operating conditions and are insensitive
to common effects such as ac-dc Stark shifts from blackbody
radiation and parasitic charges.
The same is not true for atomic interactions, which result
in collisional frequency shifts that vary with confinement and
atomic temperature. For the initial measurement series using
Rabi interrogation, these exceed −5 × 10−17 at the largest
investigated lattice depths, despite limiting the number of
trapped atoms to approximately N0 = 250, distributed among
a similar number of lattice sites. To separate lattice light
shifts from collisional shifts, we extrapolate all results to
zero density. For the majority of measurements (including all
measurements performed at increased lattice intensity), this
extrapolation is based on additional interleaved measurements
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performed at an atom number elevated to three times the nor-
mal value. The simultaneous measurement of the collisional
shift avoids assumptions on the long-term stability of trapping
conditions and allows treating the resulting uncertainty as
statistical in nature. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) summarize the
observed collisional shifts. We rely on an interpolation model
only at low lattice depth, where the typical magnitude of the
collisional shifts is 1.5 × 10−18.
To confirm the extrapolation to zero collisional shift, we
change the experimental conditions during a second measure-
ment series. Here we use Ramsey excitation with an excitation
probability Pdark = 0.72 during the dark time to reverse and
reduce the frequency shifts resulting from atomic interactions
[22,23]. This is realized as a sequence consisting of two clock
laser pulses with lengths τ1 = 38.6 ms and τ2 = 21.4 ms, for
a combined pulse area 2π × fc(τ1 + τ2) = π at a clock transi-
tion Rabi frequency fc. These are separated by a 150-ms dark
period during which the clock laser is detuned by 200 kHz and
attenuated to 10% intensity to minimize interaction with the
atoms while maintaining phase stabilization to the reference
surface. This sequence results in a reversal of the collisional
shifts, with a maximum observed shift of +1.3 × 10−17 with
close to 75 atoms, as typically used throughout this series.
Under such conditions approximately 26% of the atoms are
expected to reside in at least doubly populated sites that allow
interactions. In a series of experiments reported elsewhere
[23], we find no evidence for a nonlinearity of the collisional
shifts in terms of detected atom number that might compro-
mise the extrapolation to zero density.
A theoretical model based on [24,25] predicts a scaling of
the dominant p-wave contribution proportional to V 5/40 if the
distribution across vibrational levels remains constant during
changes in confinement, corresponding to an adiabatic change
in temperature. If instead the ensemble motional energy is
maintained despite changes in confinement, the atomic inter-
actions scale proportionally to V 3/20 [2], reflecting the avail-
able volume.
We control the axial vibrational state through sideband
cooling and confirm n¯ ≈ 0.1 after the ramp to final trapping
conditions. As elaborated in Appendix B, the effective lattice
depth Ve, discussed in the following section, provides informa-
tion on the radial potential energy. Except at the lowest lattice
depths, we find V0 − Ve to scale with
√
V0, as expected for
unchanged vibrational quantum numbers in a potential with
radial trap frequency fρ =
√
V0/mYb/πw. Figures 2(c) and
2(d) illustrate the radial and axial energies with lattice depth.
While this supports collisional effects scaling with V 5/40 ,
our experiments indicate the presence of a higher-order term
with a negative sign for both Rabi and Ramsey measurements.
We attribute this to interactions with atoms returned to the
ground state by off-resonant scattering of lattice photons [26].
As such scattering predominantly occurs from the excited 3P0
state, the additional collisional contribution increases not only
with lattice intensity, but also with initial excitation Pdark, con-
sistent with the observed shift of the collisional cancellation
point away from the expectation of Pc ≈ 0.5 [22]. For high
lattice intensities, the population of noncoherent ground-state
atoms makes up more than 1% of the total atom number.
Further investigation will be needed to develop a complete
model.
FIG. 2. (a) Collisional shifts at nominal atom number N0 as a
function of lattice depth. Measurements alternating high and low
atom numbers (Nh and Nl ) yield a normalized collisional shift
coefficient acol = (δνcol/νYb)/(Nh − Nl ) with a strong dependence
on V0. Markers with error bars show binned results, based on indi-
vidual data points (without error bars for clarity) obtained during
the light shift measurements and using either Rabi or Ramsey
interrogation (as labeled). The apparent scatter at the light shift
reference condition V0 ≈ 90Er results from the large number of
measurements. Ramsey interrogation with initial excitation to Pdark =
0.72 results in a partial cancellation of collisional shifts for large
V0; increased uncertainties are due to operation at reduced atom
number. Dashed lines show a fit proportional to V 5/40 , expected
for the scaling of p-wave interactions with the observed adiabatic
change of energy with confinement. A model scaling with V 3/20
(representing constant thermal energy) also fails to match the data.
Solid lines serve to guide the eye and represent a minimal empirical
model c1V 5/20 + c2V 3/20 that adds a higher-order term. (b) Collisional
shift cancellation. Measurements of acol show a linear dependence
on Pdark, consistent with a significant p-wave contribution. Plain
orange marker shows data taken at the operating point Pdark = 0.72
over the course of the light shift experiments. The full data set
finds cancellation of collisional shifts at Pc = 0.67 for V0 = 650Er .
(c) After an initial linear increase, the relative radial potential en-
ergy V0 − Ve (see Appendix B) remains proportional to
√
V0 over
a large range of lattice depth. The right-hand axis indicates the
radial temperature Tρ = (V0 − Ve)/kB. Dashed lines illustrate scaling
for different thermal models. (d) Axial vibrational state remains
n¯ ≈ 0.1 after initial sideband cooling to give axial motional energy
Wz = (n¯ + 12 )h fz. The right-hand axis shows the axial temperature
Tz = Wz/kB.
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A. Light shift model
After accounting for collisional interactions, we evaluate
the clock frequency shifts with varying intensity at different
lattice frequencies νL within the model framework already
used in [13,14]. For two counterpropagating plane waves of
equal intensity, this describes the lattice-light-induced shift
νi for a trapped atom in vibrational state ni as
hνi = [α˜′(νL − νE1) − α˜qm]
(
ni + 12
)√
V
Er
−
[
α˜′(νL − νE1) + 34
˜β
(
2n2i + 2ni + 1
)] V
Er
+ ˜β(2ni + 1)
(
V
Er
)3/2
− ˜β
(
V
Er
)2
, (1)
where V is the depth of the resulting sinusoidal lattice poten-
tial [27]. The coefficients
α˜′ ≡ ∂
∂νL
αE1(Er/αE1),
α˜qm ≡ αqm(Er/αE1)
≡ (αM1 + αE2)(Er/αE1),
˜β ≡ β(Er/αE1)2
(2)
describe, respectively, the shifts resulting from the slope of the
differential E1 polarizability αE1 around the E1 magic fre-
quency νE1, the combined differential M1 and E2 polarizabil-
ities αM1 and αE2, and the differential hyperpolarizability
β.
To apply this equation to a lattice with a finite beam radius
and populated by multiple atoms, we include radial atomic
motion by considering the different powers V m (where m is
one of the exponents 1/2, 1, 3/2, or 2) as averages over
atomic trajectories for the entire ensemble. For a suitably
large number of atoms or experimental repetitions, this can
be expressed as an effective value
V me ≈
∫
V mσ (V )dV . (3)
The distribution σ (V ) expresses the probability that at a
given instant, a randomly chosen atom occupies a position
with an axial sinusoidal depth V (e.g., an off-axis location
with reduced intensity). Conveniently, σ (V ) is experimentally
accessible through sideband spectroscopy. Including a quartic
correction for the axial anharmonicity of the potential, the
blue-sideband transition ni → ni + 1 occurs at a detuning of
δB(V ) = fz − (ni + 1)Erh =
2
√
V Er − (ni + 1)Er
h
(4)
relative to the ni → ni carrier transition [28]. Sideband spectra
are acquired by applying high-intensity clock laser pulses of
1-ms duration through the same unattenuated path used for
sideband cooling (Fig. 1). By numerical optimization, we find
a set of Vi that provides a discretized approximation σd (V )
and reproduces the shape of the blue sideband, as discussed
in Appendix B. We take the largest Vi within the set to
represent V0.
This approach yields σ (V ) without relying on approxi-
mations for the shape of the radial potential and the atomic
energy distribution, which is of particular importance when
it is not possible to cool atoms to radial motional energies
Wρ  V0. In the presence of a population of barely trapped
atoms with energies approaching V0, the model of [28], which
assumes a thermal energy distribution in a harmonic radial
potential, fails to reproduce the features of the sideband
spectra, as seen in Fig. 7.
A limitation to the direct extraction of σ (V ) is that it
requires effective axial sideband cooling to ni = 0 to resolve
ambiguities of Eq. (4). We typically observe greater than 90%
population of n = 0. The residual population of excited-state
atoms is included in the calculated spectrum as an n = 1
population that experiences the same distribution σ (V ).
To describe the trapping conditions with a minimal set of
parameters, we define a fractional depth ζ based on Eq. (3)
that relates the effective depth Ve, averaged across the atomic
ensemble, to the maximal on-axis lattice potential depth V0 as
Ve ≈ ζV0 =
∫
V σ (V )dV . (5)
Small values of ζ represent energetic ensembles where atoms
deviate further from the lattice axis. A set of small corrections
δ1/2, δ3/2, and δ2 accommodate averaging over the respective
powers m 	= 1 of the lattice depth in Eq. (1):
V me ≈ [(ζ + δm)V0]m =
∫
V mσ (V )dV, m = 1/2, 3/2, 2.
(6)
These corrections gain significance when σ (V ) is nonzero
over a large range of V . Although all δm are directly available
from σ (V ), we find it convenient to eliminate δ1/2 and δ3/2 as
independent parameters by expressing them as δ1/2 ≈ − 12δ2
and δ3/2 ≈ 12δ2. These relations match the numerical results
and agree with analytical calculations for polynomial poten-
tials up to fourth order in radial position ρ.
For the frequency shift νen observed over the entire
ensemble of atoms in varying motional states, Eq. (1) then
takes the form
hνen = [α˜′(νL − νE1) − α˜qm]
(
n¯ + 1
2
)√(
ζ − 1
2
δ2
)
V0
Er
−
[
α˜′(νL − νE1) + 34
˜β(2n¯2 + 2n¯ + 1)
]
ζ
V0
Er
+ ˜β(2n¯ +1)
[(
ζ + 1
2
δ2
)
V0
Er
]3/2
− ˜β
[
(ζ + δ2)V0Er
]2
,
(7)
where trapping conditions for any ensemble of trapped atoms
are described by the parameters V0, ζ , and δ2, in addition to
the lattice frequency νL and the mean axial vibrational state
n¯. The single n¯2 term is sufficiently small not to require a
correction as long as the variation of ni across the ensemble
is controlled by sideband cooling. Parameter values for a
range of conditions are given in Fig. 5. A similar analysis
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FIG. 3. Potential depth. Solid orange-shaded curve shows the
lattice E1 potential in the presence of an intensity imbalance between
lattice beams. Recovering the total potential depth U0 then requires a
correction r = U0/V0 to the smaller depth of modulation V0 extracted
from sideband spectra. The same reduction in modulation affects the
differential E2/M1 potential, which appears phase shifted by λ/4
(dashed blue-shaded curve) and for intensity-balanced beams has a
zero-valued node at the trapping positions (circular markers). In the
presence of an intensity imbalance, the residual n at the trapping
positions gives rise to additional clock frequency shifts. Note that the
upper vertical axis has been greatly expanded to show   U0.
for Sr finds ζSr ≈ 0.9 and insignificantly small corrections δm
[13].1
A concern for the precise determination of the light shift
coefficients is that an imbalance in the lattice beam intensities
may introduce a running-wave contribution. As illustrated
in Fig. 3, it is then necessary to distinguish between the
sinusoidal depth of modulation V0, as probed by sideband
spectroscopy, and the total potential depth U0 = αE1I0 that
directly corresponds to intensity. We define a factor r =
U0/V0  1 to incorporate this distinction in the light shift
model. A secondary aspect of a running-wave contribution
is the residual potential Un = (r − 1)V0 at the former lattice
nodes. The potential resulting from the E2 and M1 polar-
izabilities is affected in the same way: Instead of a zero-
valued node at the trap position, an intensity imbalance yields
a differential nodal potential n = −(r − 1)V0αqm/αE1.
This gives rise to an additional term of −(r − 1)α˜qmV0/Er
such that the overall light shift equation takes the form
hνls = [α˜′(νL − νE1) − α˜qm]
(
n¯ + 1
2
)√(
ζ − 1
2
δ2
)
V0
Er
−
[
α˜′(νL − νE1)r + α˜qm(r − 1) + 34
˜β(2n¯2 + 2n¯ + 1)
]
ζ
V0
Er
+ ˜β(2n¯ + 1)r
[(
ζ + 1
2
δ2
)
V0
Er
]3/2
− ˜β
[
r(ζ + δ2)V0Er
]2
.
(8)
1Note that we use a slightly different notation here, such that (ζ +
δm )m = ζ Srm .
Terms incorporating the vibrational state n¯ represent the finite
extent of the atomic waveforms sampling the curvature of the
potential, which corresponds directly to V0. Therefore, no fac-
tor r appears here, with the exception of the (V0/Er )3/2 term,
which includes r due to the quadratic intensity dependence
of the hyperpolarizability. The added E2/M1 term manifests
as a (typically negligible) offset to the extracted E1 magic
frequency νE1, as can be seen by combining the terms linear in
V0 to find a new apparent value ν˜ = νE1 − (α˜qm/α˜′)(1 − 1r ).
B. Determination of α˜′, ˜β, and νE1
By stabilizing the lattice laser to a frequency comb ref-
erenced to an ultrastable cavity, νL is known to better than
100 kHz. The parameters n¯, V0, ζ , and δ2 are determined
from sideband spectra typically taken at both the start and
end of each experiment. To find the lattice-induced light
shift, it is necessary to know the physical quantities νE1,
α˜′, α˜qm, and ˜β. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the measurements
investigating νE1, α˜′, and ˜β. For this purpose, the final lattice
intensity alternates between a low-intensity reference point
and a high-intensity test condition to determine the resulting
clock frequency difference. As previously discussed, the atom
number is simultaneously alternated between high and low
values to extrapolate the results to zero density. The statistical
uncertainty typically reaches a targeted value of 2 × 10−17
(≈10 mHz) for a 4-h experiment. We include the collisional
shift uncertainty in this value, since its simultaneous deter-
mination avoids errors typically arising from changes in trap
conditions between different experiments.
The measurements cover lattice intensities characterized
by V0 = 90Er to 650Er , for which we find the effective
depth to range from Ve = 70Er to 570Er . The later series of
measurements includes a temporary dip in the lattice intensity,
typically to V dip0 ≈ 65Er , to remove the most energetic atoms.
This avoids atoms probing the outermost regions of the lattice
potential, where imperfect beam overlap or the presence of
higher-order radial modes may result in position-dependent
variations in the intensity imbalance that cannot appropriately
be handled even by the more flexible sideband-interpretation
model presented here.
C. Determination of α˜qm
In a separate measurement series, we investigate the re-
maining coefficient α˜qm by determining the resulting fre-
quency shift when alternating between vibrational states n¯ ≈
1 and n¯ ≈ 0 (see Fig. 6). To populate a specific vibrational
state, we first apply sideband cooling to transfer atoms to
the n = 0 ground state. Atoms are then excited to 3P0 by a
40-ms clock transition pulse of much greater than π area
on either the n = 1 blue sideband transition or the n = 0
carrier transition. Clearing out the 1S0 ground-state population
through a resonant pulse of the spin-polarization laser leaves
an ensemble with either n¯1 = 1.026(12) or n¯0 = 0.035(8),
averaged over all experiments. We will refer to samples pre-
pared in this way as [n = 1] and [n = 0] in the following and
the difference in resonant frequency at νL ≈ νE1 yields α˜qm
through the term −α˜qm(ni + 12 )
√
V/Er in Eq. (1).
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FIG. 4. Measurement of intensity-dependent light shifts using
Rabi interrogation. (a) Experimental sequence. The lattice depth is
shown as V0, with the lightly shaded region indicating the explored
range of trapping conditions. During the period marked FM, the 556-
nm trapping laser is broadened by frequency modulation. The initial
operation of the Zeeman slower beam is varied to control the trapped
atom number. (b) Differential light shift between a high-intensity
test condition at an effective lattice depth [see Eq. (5)] of Ve =
150Er to 570Er and a reference condition at Ve = 95Er (indicated by
black anchor point), clearly resolving the hyperpolarizability. Error
bars indicate 1σ uncertainty after accounting for collisional shifts
and variation of trapping parameters. Markers and colors indicate
lattice frequencies. Additional markers × show results before cor-
rection for collisional effects. Lines show the predictions of the light
shift model (8) for interpolated trapping parameters, intersecting un-
der reference conditions. (c) Deviation of the measured results from
the model for the specific trapping parameters of each measurement,
with no interpolation of trapping parameters.
The trap parameters for [n = 0] are directly determined
from sideband spectra taken after the excitation pulse. Since
for [n = 1] the evaluation of the ensemble vibrational state
cannot exploit the absence of the red sideband for all atoms
except a small n > 0 population (see Appendix B), we find
FIG. 5. Measurement of intensity-dependent light shifts using
Ramsey interrogation. (a) Experimental sequence. The lattice depth
is shown as V0; the lightly shaded region indicates the explored
range of trapping conditions. During settling, a pair of independently
controlled radial beams at 556 nm provides additional Doppler
cooling. For final V0 < 200Er , a temporary reduction to a 65Er
lattice depth expels weakly confined atoms from the trap. The first
Ramsey pulse is extended to reverse and reduce collisional shifts
at Pdark = 0.72. (b) Differential light shift between a high-intensity
test condition (Ve = 140Er to 550Er) and a low-intensity reference
condition at Ve = 70Er . Error bars include collisional shifts and
variation of trapping parameters. Markers and colors indicate lattice
frequencies, lines show predictions for interpolated parameters. The
results before correction for collisions (×) show the reversal of the
shift due to the elevated Pdark. (c) Deviation of measured results from
the model for specific trapping parameters of each measurement.
(d) Sideband spectra for measurements indicated in (b) and (c) by
red open diamonds. The table lists extracted trapping parameters.
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FIG. 6. Frequency shifts with axial vibrational state. (a) Ex-
perimental sequence. A clock transition pulse (hatched) with an
area much greater than π , resonant with either the carrier or blue
sideband, is applied to a spin-polarized ensemble with n¯ ≈ 0. After a
1S0 ↔3 P1 clearing pulse only atoms in 3P0 remain, occupying either
n = 0 or n = 1. Clock operation evaluates atoms returned to 1S0.
(b) Differential light shift between [n = 1] and [n = 0] as a function
of lattice depth. The dashed line represents [α˜′(νL − νE1) − α˜qm](n¯ +
1
2 )
√
(ζ − 12 δ2) V0Er , the dominant contribution for small V0. For larger
depths, interaction terms incorporating n¯ and ˜β become relevant. The
solid line includes all model terms, with the shaded region indicating
a 1σ confidence band for α˜qm/h = −1027(378) μHz. Data points
show weighted means of experiments taken near νE1. (c) Full data for
differential light shift between [n = 1] and [n = 0] at V0 = 124Er .
The solid line represents model predictions; the gray-shaded area
indicates correction for ζ[n=1] = 0.774 > ζ[n=0] = 0.768. Results be-
fore collisional corrections are marked ×; the interrupted vertical line
shows νL for the model of (b). The inset shows sideband spectra
for [n = 1] and [n = 0]. Even if n = 1 for all atoms, the resulting
spectrum retains an asymmetry due to different Rabi frequencies
for red and blue sidebands (Appendix B). (d) Differential light shift
at V0 = 95Er . The solid line represents model predictions, with the
gray-shaded area indicating correction for ζ[n=1] = 0.789 > ζ[n=0] =
0.754.
it more accurate to determine the trap parameters from
those of [n = 0] by applying corrections and uncertainties
for off-resonant excitation of the carrier transition and
increased trap loss of the more energetic n = 1 atoms.
For experiments performed at V0 = 95Er , 22% of atoms
are lost on excitation to n = 1. Due to the coupling of
axial and radial vibrational energies [28] this preferentially
removes atoms in higher radial motional states and thus
results in an increased ζ[n=1]. We quantify this by repeating
the experiment at lattice frequencies νL = νE1 ± 270 MHz,
where the term −α˜′(νL − νE1)ζ V0Er in Eq. (7) dominates over
the term depending on α˜qm. We then determine a difference
in fractional depth ζ = ζ[n=1] − ζ[n=0] that yields the best
agreement with the light shift model. For measurements at
95Er , we find ζ = 0.034(17). For measurements at 124Er ,
where no significant atom loss is observed on excitation,
ζ = 0.005(9) is consistent with zero. The obtained values
of ζ are used to determine ζ[n=1] in the final evaluation. As
before, measurements are performed in a multiply interleaved
scheme and extrapolated to zero atom number.
D. Evaluation
We fit the combined data set for 55 experiments to the light
shift model to simultaneously find the coefficients α˜′, α˜qm, ˜β,
and νE1. When determining the weight of each data point, we
consider the instability of the determined trapping parameters
in addition to the statistical measurement uncertainties, which
in turn include the extrapolation to zero density. We find a
reduced χ2 = 1.4 and accordingly inflate the uncertainties by
a factor of 1.2.2
To include systematic effects that do not average to zero
over repeated measurements, we use Monte Carlo methods
to characterize their impact on the determined coefficients:
The fit is repeated for numerous parameter variations and the
root-mean-square deviation from the originally determined
coefficients is included in the uncertainty. Effects handled
in this way include model dependences of n¯ and Ve = ζV0
extracted from the sideband analysis.
In the experiments reported here, the return beam of the
lattice is attenuated to 83% intensity or a relative electric-field
amplitude of ar = 0.91(4). It is then straightforward to calcu-
late r = (1 + ar )2/4ar = 1.0024(23). However, a change in
lattice focal position discovered after the conclusion of the
experiments may have affected the later series of measure-
ments, possibly resulting in a larger than expected intensity
imbalance. We investigate this by fitting the experimental data
with a value r′ = r + r for the measurements of Fig. 5,
performed four months after the initial experiments. The
result of r = 0.011(6) is consistent with the presence of
a minor running-wave contribution during later experiments.
We therefore assign an overall uncertainty σr = 0.013 =√
0.0112 + 0.0062 based on the sensitivity of this test and
incorporate it through Monte Carlo variation, rejecting un-
physical values of r < 1. This most significantly affects α˜′
2This correction is included in all uncertainties shown in the
figures.
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TABLE I. Results and uncertainties for the experimentally determined light shift parameters.
α˜′/h α˜qm/h ˜β/h νE1 (MHz)
(μHz/MHz) (μHz) (μHz) −394 798 000
Contribution value uncertainty value uncertainty value uncertainty value uncertainty
statistical uncertainty 0.30 372 0.055 1.26
uncertainty of r 0.31 65 0.030 0.52
uncertainty of parameters 0.33 32 0.030 0.02
lattice polarization 0.055
overall 25.74 0.54 −1027 378 −1.194 0.089 261.06 1.37
and ˜β, but also results in an additional uncertainty of 520 kHz
for νE1.
The effective value of the differential hyperpolarizability
˜β depends on the lattice polarization as ˜β = ˜β lin + ξ 2( ˜βcirc −
˜β lin ), where ˜β lin and ˜βcirc are the coefficients for linear and
circular lattice polarizations. The degree of circular polariza-
tion ξ relates to ellipticity angle χ as ξ = sin 2χ [27]. As
discussed in Appendix C, we include an uncertainty of 4.6%
for ˜β representing an ellipticity χ  0.026π resulting from
imperfect polarization and viewport birefringence. Table I
lists the extracted parameter values and their uncertainties.
III. DISCUSSION
It is readily apparent that the accurate determination of the
fractional depth ζ is crucial to the evaluation of the lattice-
induced frequency shifts. We perform an additional series of
experiments to investigate the frequency shifts that result from
changes to the loading procedure. Here we vary the fractional
depth by loading the lattice at an intensity corresponding
to either V cold0 ≈ 110Er or V hot0 ≈ 600Er with no successive
reduction. For this hot state, ζ hot = 0.52 (with δhot2 = 0.047)
corresponds to a radial temperature Tρ = 30 μK, while
for the cold state we find ζ cold = 0.84 (δcold2 = 0.006) and
Tρ = 9.2 μK after a ramp to full lattice intensity. Appendix B
shows the evaluation of these sideband spectra in more detail.
Although atoms are interrogated at identical V0 ≈ 600Er ,
this results in a differential frequency shift of 3 × 10−16,
even in the vicinity of the E1-magic frequency. As shown
in Fig. 7, the observed frequency shifts are in excellent
agreement with the predictions of the light shift model, with a
reduced χ2 = 0.46. A fit for a hypothetical deviation of ζ hot
and δhot2 from the values obtained by sideband analysis yields
the best agreement for negligible corrections ζ = 0.012(30)
and δ2 = 0.014(27).
During measurements we typically employ an adiabatic
increase in lattice depth to ensure strong atomic confinement
and a stable value of ζ . We also find that a 9.5-ms Doppler-
cooling pulse from a pair of 556-nm beams orthogonal to
the lattice axis, controlled independently from the lasers of
the magneto-optical trap, helps achieve lower radial motional
states when loading the lattice at high intensity [Fig. 5(a)].
An alternative approach to the direct determination of
the fractional depth ζ is to assume a fixed relation of the
atomic motional state to the lattice depth and characterize
the light shifts by a number of empirical parameters that
represent a specific preparation sequence [12]. Within the
framework presented here, these assumptions correspond to
constant values of ζ and δ2, along with n¯ = bn
√
V0/Er − 12 .
A proportionality constant bn = 0.03 reproduces an axial
vibrational temperature Tz = (n¯ + 12 )h fz/kB ≈ 5 μK at V0 =
1200Er as presented in [12]. Although we find it prob-
lematic that this yields n¯ < 0 for common values of V0 ≈
100Er , it is then straightforward to recast Eq. (7) in the
form νen/νYb = − ∂α∗∂νl (νl − νzero)(V0/Er ) − β∗(V0/Er )2. We
find agreement with the reported values ∂α∗
∂νl
= 2.46(10) ×
10−20 MHz−1 and β∗ = −5.5(2) × 10−22 for trapping param-
eters ζ = 0.516(24) and δ2 = −0.006(42), consistent with
our observations when employing the same strategy of loading
at the full lattice depth with no procedure to control the radial
motional state (shown for V0 ≈ 600Er in Fig. 7). We ob-
tain νxzero = 394 798 262.8(1.5) MHz for the lattice frequency
with vanishing linear lattice depth dependence, close to the
reported value of νzero = 394 798 267(1) MHz. However, for
our experimentally determined value of α˜qm, we find a re-
quired correction νE1 − νzero = −1.76 MHz due to the con-
tribution of the E2/M1 polarizability to the term linear in V0
when considering n¯ ∝ √V0. This is several times larger than
anticipated in [12].
To facilitate comparisons with independent measurements
or new calculated values, Table II lists the coefficients ex-
tracted here in conventional units as in [27], with intensities
representing a single lattice beam. To convert the units, a
value of 4 × αE1 = 186(7) a.u. [h × 34.8 kHz/(kW/cm2)]
has been used for the electric dipole polarizability of the
clock states in the vicinity of the magic frequency, according
to [21] and the uncertainty elaborated in [29]. All values
agree well with our previous results when considering the
larger uncertainties of the earlier measurements. The table
also includes the result of theoretical calculations [8] and
the values reported in [12] as atomic properties, including
corrections for thermal effects. However, these corrections
seem to be underestimated when comparing the results with
the values of α˜′ and ˜β determined here. It is noteworthy that
this does not affect the light shift evaluation in [12], which
is based on the empirical coefficients determined directly
for the motional state of the atomic samples encountered in
clock interrogation. The discrepancy between the theoretically
calculated value for α˜qm and our experimental results warrants
further investigation as a significant contribution to the overall
clock uncertainty, while α˜′ may act as a convenient test of
calculated polarizabilities and thermal correction models.
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TABLE II. Light shift coefficients in conventional units, compared to values reported previously and the results of other groups. Bold
numbers indicate experimental results, italics indicate theoretical calculations.
Coefficient Equivalent in [27] This work Ref. [14] Ref. [12] Ref. [8]
α˜′ ∂α
E1
∂ν
/h ( mHz/MHzkW/cm2 ) 0.443(20) 0.369(97) 0.357 0.720
α˜qm αqmm /h ( mHzkW/cm2 ) −17.7(6.6) −11.8(12.3) 1.4(1.4) −8.06
˜β β lm/h ( μHz(kW/cm2 )2 ) −354(39) −552(247) −153.8 −312
νE1 νE1 (MHz) 394 798 000+ 261.1(1.4) 265.0(9.5) 266.6(1.0)
IV. CONCLUSION
By using the methods described here to characterize the
trapping conditions, the coefficients α˜′, α˜qm, and ˜β are directly
applicable to any clock based on 171Yb. This will allow
improved accuracies, particularly for experimental designs
that cannot access a sufficient range of intensities to distin-
guish and characterize the frequency shifts originating from
hyperpolarizability. It is advisable to redetermine the magic
frequency, as the apparent value is easily affected not only by
beam imbalance, but also by the spectral composition of the
lattice laser [12,19].
When applied to the typical operating conditions of our Yb
optical lattice clock in its cryogenic mode of operation, char-
acterized by ζ = 0.83(1), δ2 = 0.006(2), and n¯ = 0.10(1), we
find a cancellation of the light shift as well as its derivative
with regard to the lattice depth for magic operating conditions
[13,27] V0 = 56Er and νL = 394 798 267 MHz. Although our
current lattice geometry, tilted 15◦ from vertical, provides
insufficient confinement against gravity,3 targeting such an
operational magic lattice depth will allow future optical lattice
clocks to further minimize lattice-induced light shifts and the
resulting uncertainties. The evaluation presented here sup-
ports an uncertainty of 4.2 × 10−18, as shown in Fig. 8, which
gives an overview of the light shifts as a function of lattice
depth and a breakdown of the uncertainty contributions.
At the value of V0 = 90Er recently used in cryogenic
operation, the residual fractional uncertainty is σls = 6.1 ×
10−18 if we make the simplifying assumption of errors that
are uncorrelated between coefficients. A treatment incorpo-
rating the full covariance matrix obtained from the fit of the
measured data shows that the correlations reduce the overall
uncertainty to 4.4 × 10−18. The contributions from the uncer-
tainties of the trapping parameters and from the uncertainty
of the hyperpolarizability coefficient ˜β are only 5 × 10−19
and 9 × 10−19, respectively. Significant further improvement
is therefore possible through additional measurements that
require less lattice intensity and can be performed in the
cryogenic configuration of the clock.
3The peak axial restoring force Fz = −2πV0/λ counteracts gravity
at a negligible V0 = 0.25Er . The peak radial force Fρ = −2V0/√ew
requires V0 = 120Er for a horizontal lattice of radius w = 70 μm.
For a 15◦ tilt, Fρ = mYbg sin 15◦ requires a minimum of V0 = 31Er ,
and usable numbers of trapped atoms are observed only for V0 
60Er .
The results presented here will enable our cryogenic Yb
optical lattice clock to operate with a systematic uncertainty
of only a few times 10−18, clearing the path towards measure-
ments of clock frequency ratios with an uncertainty of 10−17
or below.
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APPENDIX A: UNCERTAINTY OF
TRAPPING PARAMETERS
To evaluate the uncertainty originating from the trapping
parameters, we consider two contributions. The first is a
statistical uncertainty that represents both changes in the
actual trapping conditions and the repeatability of the param-
eter determination from sideband spectra in the presence of
measurement noise. We determine this value by comparing
multiple sets of trap parameters extracted from spectra taken
for the same conditions, typically at the beginning and end of
a measurement. The second contribution is an estimate of the
systematic uncertainty. For the effective depth Ve, this is based
on multiple evaluations of the same set of sideband spectra
under varied assumptions for interrogation time and probe
intensity. For the ensemble vibrational state n¯, we consider the
effects of populations in vibrational states n > 1 that are not
included in the sideband model. The systematic uncertainty
for the quadratic correction δ2 is based on the measurements
varying the atomic temperature, shown in Fig. 7. Table III lists
TABLE III. Parameter uncertainties.
Nominal Systematic
Parameter value Reproducibility uncertainty
lattice depth V0 90Er 0.035V0
fractional depth ζ 0.83 0.012
effective depth Ve 75Er 0.030Ve 0.012Ve
quadratic correction δ2 0.006 0.060δ2 0.3δ2
vibrational state n¯ 0.10 0.031 0.013
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FIG. 7. Test of extracted fractional depth. (a) Atoms are prepared
either in a radially cold state by loading at low intensity followed by
an increase in lattice depth or in a hot state by preparation at a con-
stant high intensity. Data points indicate the difference in resonant
frequency between the cold (ζ cold = 0.843) and hot (ζ hot = 0.516)
state as a function of lattice frequency. The lattice intensity during
interrogation is kept identical, with V0 ≈ 600Er . The results agree
with the model predictions (solid line). The shaded region indicates
the change in model prediction for a best fit with ζ hot and δhot2 as
free parameters (see the text). Error bars include the uncertainty
of trapping parameters and extrapolation to zero atom number and
the ×’s indicate results before collisional correction. A fractional
differential shift of 3 × 10−16 with change in radial temperature
occurs even near νE1 (vertical line), largely due to hyperpolarizabil-
ity. (b) Deviation from light shift model predictions. (c) Sideband
spectra at full lattice depth after loading at V0 ≈ 110Er (cold) or V0 ≈
600Er (hot). The table lists extracted trapping parameters. Note that
sideband cooling remains effective in reducing the axial vibrational
state to near n¯ = 0, but does not affect the radial temperature. Dashed
lines (offset for visibility) show that a fit with the previously used
model based on [28] fails to reproduce the shape of the spectrum for
energetic atoms.
the results for both reproducibility and systematic uncertainty
together with nominal values for typical clock operating con-
ditions in cryogenic configuration.
FIG. 8. Modeled light shift and uncertainty. (a) Model predic-
tions and 1σ uncertainty bands for typical trapping parameters as
a function of lattice depth at the operational magic frequency νL =
394 798 267 MHz, where both the light shift and its slope become
zero for an operational magic lattice depth V0 = 56Er (dashed ver-
tical line). The inner brown-shaded region indicates uncertainties
due to the determination of trap parameters. The outer orange-
shaded region indicates overall uncertainty. Dotted lines represent
the overall uncertainty if covariances of coefficients are included in
the evaluation. The solid vertical line indicates the typical lattice
depth of V0 = 90Er in the cryogenic operation of the Yb clock,
where the model gives a fractional uncertainty of σls = 6.1 × 10−18.
(b) Breakdown of overall uncertainty, with marked contributions
from α˜qm, ˜β, and νE1.
APPENDIX B: SIDEBAND EVALUATION
In the first step of the sideband evaluation, a Lorentzian fit
of half-width at half-maximum γ yields the Rabi frequency fc
(=c/2π ) of the (dephased) n → n carrier transition as fc =
γ ≈ 2.5 kHz. The fit is then subtracted from the data and we
primarily investigate the n → n + 1 (blue) sideband, which
is present for atoms in all axial vibrational states. Figure 9
shows exemplary data for the hot and cold states of Sec. III.
After a pulse of duration T applied to a singular atom in a
sinusoidal axial potential characterized by trap frequency fi,
the sideband transition spectrum at a detuning νc from the
carrier is described by an excitation
Psbi =
f 2sb
f 2sb +
(
νc − δBi
)2 sin2 [π
√
f 2sb +
(
νc − δBi
)2T ],
(B1)
where fsb is the sideband Rabi frequency and δBi = fi − (ni +
1) f latr is the sideband transition frequency [see Eq. (4)]. We
will refer to f latr = Er/h = 2024 Hz as the lattice photon re-
coil frequency. The equivalent clock photon recoil frequency
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FIG. 9. Reconstruction of sideband spectra for T = 1 ms pulses.
Points show excitation for blue n → n + 1 sideband after subtraction
of the carrier transition at νc = 0 kHz. Solid lines and the shaded
area give the numerically reconstructed spectrum for an optimized set
of trap frequencies fi, shown below as vertical lines at fi − f latr , in-
dicating their contribution to the spectrum. (a) Cold sample prepared
by loading at reduced lattice intensity, followed by an adiabatic ramp
to V0 = 597Er . The spectrum is reconstructed using 111 fi values.
(b) Hot sample prepared by directly loading the lattice at V0 = 597Er .
The spectrum is reconstructed using 222 fi values.
is f clkr = 3489 Hz, and using this, the Lamb-Dicke parameter
can be written as η = √ f clkr / fi, ranging from 0.18 to 0.35
over the relevant range of trap frequencies. The n − 1 ↔ n
sideband transitions are then excited with Rabi frequency
fsb ≈ √nη fc (see [30] for a complete expression). We ignore
dephasing effects since at low pulse areas only the central
feature near δBi contributes significantly to the spectrum, cal-
culated as the sum
Psb(νc) = a 1N
∑
i
Psbi (νc). (B2)
To address errors in assumed line shape and fc, the factor a ≈
0.5–2 is adjusted to match the spectral data.
A number N of fi, sufficient to obtain a smooth Psb, is
selected in the frequency range where significant excitation
probability is observed. The fi are iteratively adjusted un-
til the sum of squared residuals from the observed spec-
trum has converged on a minimum. While a fixed set of
fi with adjustable weights would allow a more efficient
algorithm, this tends to fit local noise features outside the
spectrum.
The sideband transition frequencies δBi are unambiguous
for a known vibrational state n throughout the ensemble,
which is ensured by sideband cooling to n = 0. To include
a residual n  0 population, we calculate a hypothetical
spectrum for n = 1 → n = 0 using the same fi. The relative
magnitude of the observed red sideband (which is absent for
FIG. 10. Cumulative population distributions for hot (Tρ =
30 μK) and cold (Tρ = 9.2 μK) samples. Solid colored lines indicate
fractional population integrated over discretized σd (EP ), starting
from ˆE = −V0. Vertical lines above and below indicate contributions
EP,i = −Vi. Dashed lines represent the thermal model given in the
text.
n = 0) yields an n = 1 contribution of typically less than 10%
[see Fig. 7(c)]. We include the admixture of n = 1 in the
calculation of the blue sideband and refine the fi accordingly.
Figure 9 shows reconstructed spectra.
The extracted set of fi provides a discretized approxima-
tion of σ (V ) as a series of δ functions:
σd (V ) = 1N
∑
i
δ(V − Vi ) with Vi = h
2 f 2i
4Er
. (B3)
To compare the results to a thermal model, we consider Vi as
the axial potential depth experienced by an atom with radial
potential energy EP,i = −Vi. For a thermal ensemble of atoms
at temperature TB in weak harmonic confinement with central
potential ˆE = −V0, we find the Boltzmann distribution
σB(EP ) =
(
2
kBTB
)2
(EP − ˆE )e−2[(EP− ˆE )/kBTB]. (B4)
The factor (EP − ˆE ) represents the density of states in the
radially symmetric potential and gives rise to the characteristic
slope at the outer edge of the sideband spectrum. The factor of
2 in the exponent accounts for equal contributions of kinetic
energy for the two radial degrees of freedom. To compare σd
and σB, Fig. 10 shows the respective cumulative distribution
functions
Fσ (EP ) =
∫ EP
ˆE
σ (E ′P )dE ′P. (B5)
The thermal energy of the cold sample was limited by loading
at reduced lattice intensity and σd agrees well with a thermal
distribution for TB = 9.4 μK. We assign a descriptive radial
temperature Tρ (available directly from the set of Vi) according
to a potential energy contribution of 12 kBT from each of the
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two radial degrees of freedom
Tρ =
¯EP − ˆE
kB
= V0 − Ve
kB
= (1 − ζ )V0
kB
, (B6)
where ¯EP = −Ve is the mean radial potential energy. Note that
since V0 represents a single Vi, it is more easily affected by
noise in the sideband spectrum or the details of the numerical
reconstruction than Ve, which represents the entire ensemble
(see Table III and V0 values in Fig. 7).
For the cold sample, Tρ = 9.2 μK is in good agreement
with TB. For the hot sample resulting from loading the lat-
tice at full intensity, Tρ = 30 μK and we find σd effectively
truncated to EP  −140Er . This truncation limit invalidates
the assumption of a harmonic radial potential: If the equipar-
tition theorem were to hold true, the total radial energy
of the most energetic observed atoms 2(EP − ˆE ) ≈ 900Er
significantly exceeds the trap depth of V0 = 597Er found
for combined evaluation of hot and cold spectra. Instead,
the shallow outer region of the Gaussian lattice potential
not only affects the encountered density of states, but also
leads to a lower kinetic energy contribution at large potential
energy.
The numerical model presented here is insensitive to the
potential distribution since it directly relates the observed trap
frequencies to potential depths and thus the resulting lattice
light shifts. The same is not true for simple thermal models
assuming a Boltzmann distribution in a harmonic potential,
approximations that are clearly invalid for energetic atoms.
However, the addition of an adjustable truncation parameter
might provide a worthwhile extension of such models when
the signal-to-noise ratio of the acquired data (or the mixture
of axial vibrational states) makes a direct numerical evaluation
unfeasible.
APPENDIX C: LATTICE ELLIPTICITY
Lattice ellipticity is predominantly induced by birefrin-
gence of the upper vacuum viewport. It is characterized by
an angle of ellipticity such that tan χb gives the ratio of
minor to major axis of the polarization ellipse. We set an
experimental limit for this contribution based on the clock
transition spectrum: The magnetic field is routinely aligned
to the polarization axis of the clock laser by minimizing the
mF = ±1 contributions. The minimum obtainable Rabi fre-
quency is fσ = fc tan χb after accounting for Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients and the decomposition into circular components.
For a 3π pulse exciting the mF = 0 transition, the observed
suppression to Pσ = sin2 (2π × fσ t/2)  0.12 yields χb <
0.024π . We take this as an upper limit for the birefringence-
induced ellipticity at the longer wavelength of the lattice laser.
Furthermore, the lattice polarizer may admit an orthogonal
polarization component with intensity Iort in addition to the
desired component of intensity Ipar. The resulting polariza-
tion ellipse is characterized by tan χp 
√
Iort/Ipar, where the
largest ellipticity occurs for an orthogonal component with a
relative phase ±π/2. For Iort/Ipar  0.001 after the polarizer,
we find χp  0.01π .
Considering both independent contributions, we expect an
ellipticity no larger than χ = 0.026π . With a sensitivity factor
s = | ˜βcirc/ ˜β lin − 1| = 1.77, we take the value obtained for
˜β to represent ˜β lin to within a fractional error of δ ˜β/ ˜β =
s(sin 2χ )2 = 0.046, which we include in the uncertainty.
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